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Here, then, the conditions of the War of the Austrian /War with
Succession   had   come   into   existence:   England,   having]'bons is im
guaranteed  the   Pragmatic  Sanction,   was  allied  to   the/ mment-
Empire; France was united to Spain in hostility to Austria!
and in an attempt to check the commercial development of\
England.    The War of the Polish Succession postponed^
the struggle: Fleury and Chauvelin hoodwinked England
into neutrality, Walpole being absorbed in domestic politics. •
For his inactivity in Europe he has been censured, on the f!
grounds that it would have been for the benefit of England's ;
honour and power to have accepted the challenge of the
Family Compact immediately.1  (Yet Walpole believed that ^
England would gain more by a continuance of peace than \
by her entrance into the European struggle; he was prepared |
to sacrifice England's prestige on the Continent in order to I
conserve her economic resources and to consolidate the |
position of the Hanoverian dynasty.^)
English policy in the Baltic is also of some importance.  Britain's
,	.	r    ,	^        -.	-.  t-,.   -,       -,    policy in the
At the opening of the century Sweden possessed r inland, Baltic
Ingria, Carelia, Livonia, Esthonia and Western Pomerania,
so that she had almost complete control of the Baltic,
where, since the day of Russia's greatness was only just
dawning,  she was the chief power.    A war had opened
between  Charles  XII of Sweden  against   Poland, Russia
and Denmark: after some amazing victories, Charles was
completely crushed, and his army annihilated, at Pultava
in 1709.    Charles was obliged to fly into Turkish territory,
whence he returned, in 1714, to renew the struggle, Russia
succeeding in overrunning all the Baltic provinces belonging
to Sweden.   As Elector of Hanover, George I also entered
into the war against Sweden, hoping to take from her leads to as-
the Duchies of Bremen and Verden.    Hanoverian troops Hanover
occupied Verden, and in 1715 George purchased the right
to Bremen from Denmark, whose troops had already seized
it.    Four years later his authority in  the two Duchies &. <£e  ac-
J	J	quisition   of
was  recognised by  Sweden.   George  naturally  expected Bremen and
English assistance for Hanoverian policy in the Baltic, and
an English fleet patrolled that sea from 1715-18,   Having
1 See later, p. 6r.

